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Fr. McInnes Impressed With
Participation of Tri-Partite
By PAUL ClJI\'"NINGHAM
Aast. News Editor

An aIr of optimism set the
tone in a recent Stag interview
with Very Rev. William C. McInnes, S.J., President of Fair·
ll.eld University.

The result or recent diScontbtuance of maid llervice In the dorms.

In light of
ments with the
Fr. McInnes
especia1Jy with

recent develop.
trt·pa.rtite body,
was impressed
student partlcl-

Cutback In Custodial Services
Explained By Moloney, Schimpf
By BEN CAPELLE

On September 15, In a release from the office of William
P. Schimpf, Dean of Students,
the following was announced:
1. Resldence IhlJ students
will noll~ that a change In
maid IIen'lee bas beea lnaUtuted this :rear. Tbe maid wUl
eater each student's room
ODCfl a week to empty waste
baskets and "tidy-up" the
room. Increa.sed cost associ&-ted with maId IIervIee, combined with increasing cost In
other servIce areas. made
this reduction of servIce the
only allernatlve to Increased
residence hall fees.
Mr. William P. Schimpf and
Mr. G€orge Moloney, director
of Maintenance and Security
at Fairfield further explained
this statemenL
Financial :.uo\·e
Mr. Schimpf said that the
cutback in maid service was
basically a financial move. Additional services are required
as a university grows and the
question is whether to adjust
existing services or raise student fees. Student services
have to be balanced against
cost and budget. The services
provided at Fairfield were compared with neighboring universities and it was discovered that
"we were unique in providing
daily maid service."
Mr. Maloney mentioned that
last year, in a significant number of cases (at times, almost
half of the boarding students),
maids were advised not to
enter the rooms or to return
at a later date. A number of
statements to this effect were
submitted to Mr. Bianchi, former Director of Student Services.
asserted Mr. Maloney.
Mr. Maloney added that
there are eleven maids on his
staff, as compared to twentY·four
last year, and they are instruc·
ted to enter each room once a

week. Patterns. in the thlLO:s of
cleaning the rooms will be
established by the maids them·
selves within a few weeks.
Cooperation from student
Ix>arders is necessary with the
present maid service situation.
Mr. Moloney mentioned an incident which took place in Regis
Hall on September 16. The
maids found the corridor littered with eighteen beer cans and
whiskey bottles. Those could
have 'been placed in the new

!rash containers installed in
each hajj.
"My job Is to keep the place
clean," said Mr. Moloney, "and
this requires student cooperation."
Mr. Schimpf, In response to
a question concerning the obtaining of dally maid service
by individual students for additional fees, expressed opposition to this idea because it
would destroy the democratic
atmosphere of the dorms.

patlon in organization of the
new machinery.
On the weekend of Sept. 1314. committees met to finalize
prlJposals as to formal and areas
of Involvement for trl-partite.
Fr. McInnes said that of the
three segments, each of which
was to be represented by fifteen
members. the students were best
represented both in numbers
and their ability to give insight
into problems and Improvements
for the community.
"Of eourse there are certain
Imperfections which still must
be dealt with," said Fr. McInnes. "But the new structure
seems to be very acceptable
and workable In the interests
of the three segments."
"The advent of trl·partite carries serious implications with
regard to structure and importance for faculty, student government, and administration. In
particular. how much is each
group willing to yield to the
concerns of each other in interests 01 the community aspect."
Fr. McInnes said that in the
first faculty meeting this year,
he urged his philosophy of "c0nsensus" as the governing ele-

Fairfield Finalizes Provisions
For First Coed Class In '74
By PAT DORSEY
and BEN CA.."NON

Since Fairfield's founding in
1942, the university has existed
as an all-male institution on
the undergraduate level. The
"stag" image has been synono·
mous with the university over
the years.
However, starting in the academic year 1970-71, Falrfield
University will open its doors
to female students.
Stag reporters recently talk·
ed with Rev. George A. Gallarelll, S.J., new Dean of Admissions, about the future of
co-education at Fairfield. Father GallarelU has heen with
the University for five years;
three years as Director of Resident Students, and two years
as director of the Campus Center. He also served as a memo
ber of the Theology Depart·
ment.
Father Gallarelli related that
the Office of Admissions has
set a goal of one hundred
freshmen women and forty nursing students. Also. any number
of transferring students who
apply, and meet the admission's
standards. will be accepted.
All of the iirls to be admitted

will need the same qualifications as their male counterparts. !be number of men admitted will by no means be
affected by the number of
women admit ted.
On-campus housing will be
made available to the young
ladies entering next September. The total number of female
boarding students wllI determine which facility will be used
to house them.
The cereds will be under the
supervision of the Dean of
Students, Mr.
William
P.
Schimpf, with the ald of a woman assistant. When asked tl)
comment on campus regulations
for the girls, Mr. Schimpf

stated. "Before any nJ.1es are
set, we must decide what the
role of women at Fairfield Uni·
versity will be." In conjunetion
with this. he conveyed to us
\,"nt this year will be a year
of extensive planning which will
get into full swing on the first
of January when the Office of
Student Services will hire the
woman assistant under Mr.
Schimpf.
Mr. Thomas Donahue, Vice
President of University Relations reported that a full seale
publicity campaign Is underway
to recruit the girls to Fairfield.
All the administrators inter·
(Continued on Pare 8)

Rev. \VUliam C. l\lcJnne•• S. J.

ment at Fairfield University.
"It does away with the Idea
of in loco parentis and avoids
mere permissiveness, both of
which are incompatible to the
university."
"Participation has a long way
to go." eommentes Fr. Mcinnes.
"With the spirit of trl-partite,
special forums and mechanisms
for internal conununlcatlons
must be implemented 50 people
can be heard."
He hopes in particular that
a larger number of students
will begin thinking as individuals and letting themselves be
heard on campus.
When asked about the increase in faculty enthusiasm
and involvement ~ince last semester, Fr. McInnes said he
congratulated this enthusiasm
in this year's faculty orienta·
tlon, but that in his opinion It
was still rather minimal in actual numbers, and hopefully
they too would increase.
In relation to the dormitory
council system, and implications
of "social" change regarding
liquor regulations and parietals,
Fr. McInnes said that he was
wholly in favor of the council
system.
He feels that regardless of
what changes are made, it will
be the responsibility of those
Individuals in charge to "set
their own rules high enough so
as not to interfere with the
conunon goals eonsistent with
an institution of higher learn·
ing."

Lecture Series Begins Tonight
The Student Government lee·
ture series will begin tonight
when John M. Lupton. who is
expected to announce in the
near future his intentions to
seek the Republican nomination for the United States Senate seat now held by Senator
1lJomas J. Dodd, speaks in the
Campus Center Oak Room at
7:30 p.m

This will initiate a series of
15 lectures by prominent national, state and local figures.
discussing a wide range of current issues such as drug use,
abortion, taxes, anti·poverty
and the Black revolution.
Charles J. Coviello. Jr.. director of Student Services for
the government, explained that
the series was originated to

provide an opportunity for students and members of the community to gain Information on
important contemporary topics
from
authoritative
sources,
many of whom are responsible
for legislation on and adminis·
tering to the given aress.
On October 6, Senator Dodd
will deliver an address on drug
(Continued on Page S)
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Student Services Announces
Diverse Action Programs
Fairfleld University has a
number of different types of
community action programs its
students can get involved in.
The following presents a list
and description of these proj.ects. The otrice of the Assistant
Dean of Student !?ervlces in
Loyola Hall should be contacted
by any student who has questions concerning this matter or
wishes to apply.
Youtb Interracial CooneU: It
was founded five years ago by
Jim DeFronzo. Since then, the
YIC has spread over much of
the Northeastern part of the
United States. The main goal
of the YIC is to Involve the
student in community service in
order to improve society. Some
of the programs involve the following;
1. The Harlem Street Academy

functions at the College of
New Rochelle. High school
dropouts come from Harlem
to the College, where they
participate in a variety of
programs Including scientific,
dramatic and athletic activities.
2. The Bridgeport Community
Center involves the students
with younger kids. This proj..
ect also includes a number
of activities such as tutoring and recreational programs; may include a newsletter this year.
3. The College Panels consist of
several FU students who
speak at colleges and high
schools In the New England
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and New Yorll: areas. Their
aim is for a better understanding of the racial problems among whites.
Tutoring: Both elementary
and secondary students in
Bridgeport's fourteen prioritY
schools are in need of tutors.
Those wishing to work in one
of the elementary schools are
expected to serve one day a
week from 3:15 to 4:45 p.m.
Those volunteering for a seeondary school work must work
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. This
should be a firm commitment
for at least one full semester.
Regional Center: The Region.
al Center in Bridgeport is an or·
ganization providing a number
of services to over one hundred
children, either emotionally dis..
turbed, mongoloid, mentally retarded or suffering from speech
disorders. Volunteers have a
choice in the particular field
that they are interested In and
receive direct guidance from
professional speech therapists
and psychologists. An In-student
Training Program and Diagnostic Clinic is also available to
volunteers wishing to learn
more about the techniques of
mental therapy. The volunteer
work itself involves workIng on
a one to one basis with a child
In a tutorial relationship.' The
hours at the CenteT are from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Students volunteering for an hour a week,
vacations excluded, will be provided with lunch if it is missed
at the University. Through a
state grant, the Center also
sponsors full-time summer em·
ployment with preferenCe for
positions. given to volunteers in
this program.
Loag Lane School: It is a
Connecticut State T r a I n I n g
School for girls, located in Mid·
dletown, Conn. about an
hour's ride from. our campus.
The girls are of high~ool age
and come to Long Lane School
via the Juvenile Court route.
Once a month, Fr. William Devine, S.J., and a group of students spend an evening there,
engaging the girls in discussions
ranging from topics of friendship to foreign policy, from
school problems to race riots.
Some of the meetings are more
social in nature.
Gray-Y and Trl:aDgle Club:
The main function of the Gray·
Y program is to provide supervision for boys in the 4th, 5th,
and 6th grades who joIned the
YMCA to participate in activities after school for approximately one and one-half hours
in a group program. The YMCA
Is In Fairfield. The Triangle
Club is sponsored by the Family
Department of the YMCA and
meets every Saturday from 9
a.m. to 12. It is open to boys
and girls from the 1st to the
6th grades. The purpose of the
programs Is to bring children
into a situation leading to the
breakdown of racial prejudices.
Big Brother Program: The
purpose of this program is to
restore a father image to fatherless boys. This is done by setting up a one-to-one relationship
between the University student
and the boy. 'These "little bra-

thers" are aged 8 to 12 and live
in the black and Puerto Rican
areas of Brldg>!port. The FU
student would see the boy a
few hours a week to play ball,
see a game or a mm'ie, maybe
a trip to a museum, etc., anything to establish a relationship
and also to expose him to some
other segments.
Southbur)' Training Program:
This program was initialed by
the Knights of Columbus in the
Autumn of 1967. The original
purpose of the program was to
instruct the retarded boys at
the institute in their faith, in
order to prepare them for the
reception of the Eucharist.
While teaching these boys, it
became apparent they were
seeking friendship and understanding. When this became evi_
dent, one of the primary 0bjectives of the program became
that of earning the trust and
friendship of theSC' boys. This
entails working Saturday mornings.
St. l\lary's Pa.rlsh In Bridgeport: This also Is a Knights of
Columbus project. The time
Wednesdays and Thursdays is
spent In teaching underprivileged boys to play sports. Most of
the work Is done in a storefront gym, which belongs to the
parish. It also involves some
tutoring.
Cardinal Key Society: This
organization is Involved in 00campus projects. It has assisted
the American Red Cross In their
Blood Donor ProgTam and the
'I\lberculosis Association in the
Chrislmas seal drive.
Phi Kappa Theta.: Although
It Is a fraternity and not pri·
marily involved In community
projects, it has assisted by sponsoring a clothing drive for pe0ple in Kentucky, helped in recruiting for the Kentucky A~
palachia Project, and helped
sell raffle tickets for the Bellannine Oub.
Chrlstlan Action Group: This
year It will restrict Its operation to assisting other communi_
ty action programs through its
offer of transportation. Students
who . have automobUes and
would like to assist in this way
should indicate on the attached
form when they are available
and CAG will coordinate the
need with the transportation.
Cbild Guldance ClInic; This is
a local clinic headed by Dr.
Lerner. The Fairfield University
student will work under the
supervision of a child psychologist and his work will entail
both tutoring a school subject
and providing a child emotional
help.
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Graduation Sends
21 College Bound
Teenage boys from the Greater Bridgeport area
have more to show than just fond memories and a
piece of papel- following graduation exercises for the
Fairfield University Recreational Study Techniques
(FURST) Camp recently.
FURST saw its prime objective realized after five years of
operation when boys in the fifth
and tinal phase were conferred
end-of-course diplomas by the
Very Rev. William C. McInnes.
S.J., president of Fairfield University, opening the door to college scholarships for the 21
graduates.
College Scholarships
The camp, started in 1965
under the sponsorship of Fr.
McInnes, enabled inter _ city
youths ranging from ~wnth
graders to high school juniors
to participate in a program of
remedial academics, cultural
field trips and athletics - all
serving as preparation for the
attainment of college scholar·
ships.
Fairfield University guaranteed full-scholarships to those
who completed the program
and met the university's entrance requirements. Some boys
will enroll at Fairfield while
others seek admission to such
institutions as Brown, Columbia,
New York University and
Georgetown.
Allhough the choice to go on
to higher education WM tbe
bB8lc goal of the program, proJoct director Sean Meehan em.
phasized tbat "tbe most slgnl1l·
cant part of tbe program Is the
stress on the individual's ability
to de"elop his creative and lead.
ership capacities!'
Community Work
In keeping with the FURST's
emphasis on social action, many

Youth Fares Kept
Increase Announced
WASHINGTON - (CPS) Airline youth fares will continue, but not at the current
half-price discount.
The five-man Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) decided here
this month that while the fares,
which enable persons 12-22 to
fly standby at low cost, were
fair in principle, airlines should
be allowed to raise them to
60 per cent of the regular
coach fare.
The reason: steep wag e
settlements, more expensive
fuel, and higher landing fees
have lowered airline proRts exC6slvely, according to the CAB.
and price increases in both
regular and promotional discounts are necessary to In-

Campus News
"LITTLE MURDERS"
Jules Feiffer's Obie Award
winning comedy "Little Mur·
ders," now running at the Circle In The Square, will honor
student I.D. cards for reduced
admission.
Student ticket prices Friday
at 8;30 p.m. and Saturday at
the 7 p.m. & 10 p.m. will be
$4.00. At the 8;30 p.rn. per-

of the boys in Ph~ V returned
to their local communities over
the summer, working to help
others in Action for Bridgeport Community Development
(ABCD) programs.
Along with Fr. McInnes were
the Rev. Robert J. Starratt, S.J.,
newly appointed principal of
Fairfield College Preparatory
School, Clarence Williams, de~
uty director for neighborhood
centers of ABCD, and Mrs. Geraldine Johnson, from the Board
of Education, all of whom commented on what administrative
director Ronald Bianchi tenned
"the end of an era for us:'
Fr.
McInnes stated that
FURST enabled the boys to "get
something that really makes
men free and that no one in
this country can take away from
you - your education."
Mr. Williams expressed his
pleasure with the maturing
process that so many of the
boys had realized while Mrs.
Johnson appealed to boys in all
the phases to "return to their
communities and be ambassa·
dors for education."
But perhaps the clearest insight to what FURST is all
about was supplied by John
Ramos of Fairfield Prep, who,
speaking for the graduating
group, said, "we cannot leave
the campus today without
thanking many people for their
kindness in difficult situatioIl!
- and the only way we can repay them is by making something of ourselves:'

formance 'I\lesday. Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday the admission will be $3.00.
"Little Murders," which recently completed its 300th performance features Carole Shelley, Jay Devlin, Paul Haney,
Lois DeBanzie, David Mar_
gulies, Tom Degidon, Chritopher Haden-Guest and Shimen
Ruskin.

crease revenue. The major air
carriers offering special youth
fares - American, Continental,
Northwest., TWA, United, Eastern, and Western - are expected to take advantage of the
CAB ruling and raise their
prices. The new rates will take
effect Oct. 1.
A CAB spokesman said further hearings wUl be held on
the "economics" of tbe discount
rate as soon as a court C8.!I6
brought b)' Trailwa)'S Bus 8)'5tems against the CAB is settled.
TraUwR)'s contends It 15 discriminatory for tbere to be any
discount for )"outh at all, since
adults must pay full fare.
Not Discriminatory
In Its recent decision, the
CAB concluded. contrary to
Present's earlier findings, that
the fares were not discriminatory, but benefitted all travelers. By engendering development of a new market they
"have contributed sizably to
making modern equipment and
convienlent sche~ules m 0 r e
broadly available," the CAB
said.
"It is ciear that the youth
standby fares have generated
a significant amount of new
traffic," it said. "The 12-22
years age groups are more re(Continued 00 Page S)
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Judith Crist To Discuss
"Today's Films" October 1
f'tm crltle ,Judith Crillt beads
a panel of international pn;lfea·
Iionals in tbe movie iDdustry
w b 0 wlJl dlscuSll "Today"
Films" at Fairfield Unlveralty',
lint BeUarmine Lecture series
of the year, October 1 at 8
p.m. in tbe Center Oak Room.
Joining Mrs. Crist on the
panel wlll be director Frank
Perry and his wife, film writer
Eleanor of Westport, Czecho-

slovakian director :Milos Forman ("Loves of a Blonde"),
and James Beveridge, director
of the Canadian Film Board
and head of New York University's Film Department.
Stralgbt Sbootlng
Mrs. Crist, straight shooting
analyst of the motion picture
industry, Is said to be mad
about movies, not at them. She
can be devastating, as in her

Dean's Address
Stresses 'Love'
By IOHN G. LEDDY

Father James Coughlin called for a greater spirit
of love, affection and understanding among the three
sectors of the academic community during his sennon
of the Mass of the Holy Spirit last Wednesday.
His words were addressed to
a group of 150 students and fae.
ulty members gathered around
the Campus center patio. The
Mass was concelebrated by M·
teen Jesuit priests headed by
the Very Reverend William McInnes, university president
Emotion
Rev. Coughlin, Dean of the
Fairfield Faculty pointed out
that the disturbances on college
campuses in recent years n:tark
"a change from the type of life
emphasizing the rational" to one
now caught up in emotion. "I,
for one, think it tmfortunate,"
he ,ald.
Dressed simply in a cassock
and surplus, Fr. Coughlin spoke
extemporaneously for m 0 r e
than thirty minutes, fixing his
sight on the assembly directly
in front of him.
Pausing to allow for the passing roar of a sports car, he went
on to describe the university as
"a world students are trying to
live in and the faculty is trying

to survive In.''
He spoke of the need he sees
for "a cement that will help us
work together" in a soc:lety
where personal motivations are
usually at the root of an Indlvld·
ual's actions. "There is no sure
way to guarantee the outcome
of what men are going to do;
unless we do have something In common, we wl11 be
able to do nothing."
Key and cemept
As the "absolute key and ceo
ment" thU will help q work
toreUter, FI'. CougbUn sucgesteel love, put forth not I.n tbe
"('OOey, gloppy wa;r long since
rejected by the YOWlg," but
rather as "a wl1lIDgn.eu to un·
dentand and u'"e lUI. aftectJon
for the people lDvoh·ed."
The Dean concluded by relating the words of Christ to the
unchanging need of "the college
In transition," to "love God and
love one another."

celebrated review 0 f the
$40,000,000 movie, "Cleopatra,"
but has also achieved passionate lyricism in her advocacy of
such films as "Dr. Strangelove" and "Bonnie and Clyde."
She is both hated and adored,
but for th~ same reason: she
calls the shots as she sees
them, immune to pressures
from any SO:lUrce - bls: reputations, big bu4gets or big com·
panies. She is not only honest
- she is blunt.
The recipient of numerous
awards for her journalistic ae.
complisbments over the years,
Judith Crist has said that she
feels the movie industry per.
mils teenagers to exert undue
influence that proves detrimental to American films.
Youtbs A1flueDce

'"1be industry caters to
youth·s atnuence and appetites
instead of to its aspirations and
potentials and is perpetually
creating 'down' to its audience."
On the other hand she feels
that many moviegoers are over·
impressed with the exoticisms
of !.oreign films and tend to
sell American movies and some
American movie·makers short.
Ame:rlcan Cinema
"In certain areas the Amcrican films is unsurpassed - and

his appearance on the nineteenth.
On December 4 Slatc Representative Stewart McKinney
will deliver an address on a
topic to be decided later.
'IWo panel discussions will
take place in January.
Campus unrest and the I"ea!nt
bills considered by the Con·
nectle:ut Legislature will be the
topic of a meeting on tbe
eighth. Edward Marcus, majority leader of the State Senate, State Representative Audrey Beck, and State Senator
Gloria Schaefer, chainnan of
the General Assembly Education are to appear on the
panel.
On the fifteenth the state
abortion laws and recent reform attempts will be discussed
by the bill proponent State Representative Jean Thornton.
opponent State Representative
Agnes Giannini, and !.ormer
Speaker of the House, Judge
Robert TeslO.
Ortha N. Brown, Jr., N!presentative from the 14Bth dis·
trict, will speak about the
"Black Revolution in America"
on February 12.
New Politics" will be the
topic for a February 28 lee·
ture by State Senator T. Clark

the potential of American cinema cannot be overestimated."
Always direct, hard-hitting
and peppered with wit, Mrs.
Crist figures to generate lively
comment from the panel mem-

be".

The wrlter-director combination of Frank and Eleanor
Perry has produced such her·
aided productions as "David
and Usa," Ladybug, Ladybug,"
"The Swimmer," and "Last
Sununer."

News Analysis

Nixon and the Draft
By PATRICK K. LONG
Editor-In-ChJef
PresldeDt's Nixon', announce-.
ment of & 50,000 maD cut in
pla.lm.ed draft quotas for Ute
rest of tbe year and hB warning to Congress to begin an
Immediate l'C\ialoo of tbe 116Jecth'e servIce s)'Stem should
se-rve as a catalyst for tbe be-

Lecture Series Begins Tonight
(ConUnued from Page 1)
abuse. Later in the week a
panel discussion on drugs under
the direction of Edward Chambers of Bridgeport Hope Center on Thursday, October 9.
The following week U.S. Re·
presentative Lowell P. Welcker,
Jr. of the 4th District will come
to the campus on October 14.
His topic has not yet been announoed.
On Thursday, Judge Margaret C. Driscoll of the First District Juvenile Court for the
State of Connecticut, will present ''Treatment of Addicts in
the Court."
Merchant to Speak
''The Changing Society Has
Needs" will be discussed by
John Merchant, the deputy
commisloner of the State department of CommWlity Af·
fairs on October 22.
There will be two lectures
held during November. On the
eighth. comedian Dick Gregory,
who is extremely active in the
civil rights movement, will
present his views on the topic.
William R. Ratchford, Speak.
er of the House of Connecticut
House of Representatives, will
consider the question of wheth·
er voting rights should be ex·
fended to 18 year olds during

ludlth Crillt to appear bere Oct. 1,

Hull, the assistant minority
leader.
Two prominent citizens from
the greater Bridgeport area will
be featured speakers during
Mou<h.

On the eleventh Charles ns·
dale, the executive director of
ABCD, will present his views
on anti· poverty programs. State
Senator Thomas Dowd, recent_
ly named vice-president of
Bridgeport Hydraulic Co., will
discuss the subject of taxes.
Mr. Covielio explained the
speaking cormnitments have
been obtained from Governor
Dempsey and U.S. Representa·
tive John Monagan of the 5th
Congressional District, but the
dates and topics have not been
finalized.

yomrH

FARES

(CoDtinued from Page 2)
sponsive to price than is the
market as a whole. Moreover,
in addition to the short·run
generative etrect of youth
fares, the longterm trall'ic will
inculcate habits ... which will
be refiected in a ready acceptance of air travel throughout
their adult lives."

rtnnJngs of long-needed change

In the antiquated draft la"'s.
However, Nixon's anticipa·
liens that the draft reduction
will quell the expected anti·
war demonstrations planned
for October in campuses ac·
c~
the nation will ~t
likely go unfulfilled. The
President and his advisors
seem to have ignored the fact
that all prevl.ous demonstrations have protested not the
draft, but the Vietnam war, and
that conflict still continues oblivious to aU the moves which
Nlxson has made.
It is a significant commentary on America's Increasing
dissatisfaction with the war
that Nixon's action towards
ending the Vietnam debacle,
which would have been met
with near-unanimous enthusiasm one short year ago, are
now brushed aside by many as
"tokenism....
It is rumored that the new
draft system w III feature
·'limited vulnerabUlty" with
only a year's exposure to the
chances of induction into the
anned services. This would end
the present six or seven years
of uncertainity during which
the threat of "the draft" is a
constantly·overhead cloud, interfering with plans for the
future and job opportunities.
Another factor which should
be included is the lottery system with 19 year olds drafted
first. This would decN!ase the
inequities in the present sys·
tem by which a poor person
stands a better chance of being
drafted than someone with a
wealthier background. Under
this structure undergraduate
and possibly graduate deferments would be allowed and at

the end of the deferment the
individual would be treated the
same as a 19 year old.
!\llUtary SubsUtule
One change which is dras·
tically needed and which none
of Nixon's aides have leaked
so far is some sort of substi·
tute for military service. It is
ridiculous to think that everyone can channel their "patrla.
tism" (for lack of a better
word) in the exacl same manner i.e. the army. Alternatives
such as the Peace Corps,
VISTA and Teacher Corps
should be offered.
But any change In the 8elee.
tlve Service SYltem wUl be
superficial without eUminating
the one major obstacle to reo
fonn O\'er the yean - General
Hersbey, Its director. UntU be
is fired, and he hu to be fired
because be seems intent upon
working until his death, no
real change can take place. If
President Nlxon truly wants to
make the 8e.lecdve service
System equltable, this should
be hB fint step,

COED PLANS
(Continued from Page 1)
viewed felt that the pioneering
ca.eds of the next few years
would not detract from the
present Fairfield atmosphere
but, rather would add a new di·
mension to Jlfe at Fairfield.
Even though Fairfield University will reach its full co-educational capacity in an estimated
four to five years, It Is felt
that it will always remain a
predominately male institution.
So, the altered school symbol
- the Stag - will continue
to reign supreme over the Fairfield campus.

THE

A New Concept
"'Le$

U8

be Innovators, not imitators"

A year ago what began as an ideal held by a determined
group of Student Government Legislators and some writers for
the Stat; is now rapidly moving on its way toward fulfillment. The
Ideal was student sell-government In those areas which primarily
affected the student, and adequate representation in those decisions
Which affected the student's life. The blueprint for attaining the
above Ideal can be found in the resolutions which were passed
unanimously (except for one) by the TTl-partite University Council
on September 13-14. At that meeting, probably the most significant
In the recent history of the school, representatives were anxious,

but the students were more than that understandably so after last spring.

they were skeptical, and

What came out of that meetin~ was a feeling of a cooperation
that is hard to describe. It seemed like evetj.·one was determined
to make the rational approach to problems a practical method of
solving them. The resolutions which came from that meeting far
transcended "booze and broads" (although appropriate attention
was given to these rather delicate issues - and I might say, to
the satisfaction of all the students present). These resolutions
reached down to the very foundations of the University.

•

•

•

In this column I wish to discuss just the social program
which was passed by the UniveI"Slty Council and was based upon
the Student Government program. This week I would like to
discuss STUDENT Government - by the students and for the
students - something Fairfield has yet to see. If and when the
University Social Resolutions are passed, the following would be
a reasonably accurate description of STUDENT Government _
Fairfield style;
THE ELECTION: Sometime near the beginning of October
the Student Government Legislative Elections would take place.
When each student goes to vote, he will be asked If he is a commuter, an off-campus boarder, or a resident student. If he is a
commuter, he would be asked from what class he is from. He
would thell be given a ballot upon which he would vote for the
candidates from his class. If off-campus boardlng student, he
would receive a ballot containing the names of the off-campus
boarding candidates. If he is a resident student, he would be
asked from what residence hall he is from. He would then be
given a ballot containing the names of the candidates from his
residence hall.
The apportionment would be on a 1-35 basis for each election
district (dormitory, class, or off-campus boarding district). For
example if there were 350 students in Loyola <there aren't), Loyola
would be entiUed to 10 representallves. If 15 candidates successfUlly file petitions, when it came time to voting each voter could
choose up to 10 out of the 15 candidates. The 10 candidates with
the highest number of votes would win.
RESIDENCE RALLS COUNCILS: The classic argument
against STUDENT Government on campus was: ''You want to
make your own laws yet you want us (the Administration) to enforce them. The Student Government program manages to get
around this little hang-up by the invention of the Residence Hall
Council. The Residence Hall Council is made up of the Student
Legislators of a particular Residence Hall. The entire body of
Legislators would make the laws of Student Conduct which would
be based on the ideal passed unanimously by the University Council; "NO PERSON SHALL PERFORM ANY ACI'ION WHICH
INFRINGES UPON THE RIGHTS OF ANOTHER IN THE SETTING OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY AS AN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY." The Residence Hall Council of a particular Residence
Hall would carry out the code in that Residence Hall. They would
be replacing the prefects (now Resident AdVisors) as the primary
agency for the implementation of the law. The Resident Advisors
would be just that - Advisors. This local government is an ideal
for which we have all been striving.
THE STUDENT COURT: When a student infringes upon the
rights of another, the student infringed upon would fill out a Student Court complaint form, which he would receive from, and
give back to his Student Government Representative. In the event
af a general disturbance which is bothersome to all, the Student
Government Representative would fill out a complaint form, or in
his absence the Resident Advisor. Once a week the Student Government Representatives of a particular Residence Hall (the Residence Hall Council) would get together with the Resident Advisors
of that Residence Hall to compile complaint forms and recommend
aanctlons. All cases with the recommended sanctions would be
referred to the Student Court. All cases which have suspension
()J' expulsion as the sanction would be referred to the Tri-ParUte
Judicial Review Board, since removing someone from the community is very definitely a community affair. (This would also go
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Tripartite Counci

GRASS ROOTS
By KEVIN KELLEY

STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANI
The 'oUowlng resoIuUons were n:
., the September IS·14 meetings of
tr(-partlte University CoWlCU. Prell..
ary dlscUMioRs were held during

......or.
TIlE MOON AND TIlE MEADOW

Social historians of the future may well be faced with the
dilemma of attempting to decide which of two unrelated events
more clearly reflected the sentiments and interests of the American public during the swnmer of 1969. Was our society truly
moved by the vaguely surrealistic sight of two bloated, wadd'ing
figures hopping and bouncing across an eerily desolate landscape,
or was it more sharply stunned by the reports of a three-day mass
freak-out that occurred in mid-August In the unlikely hamlet of
Bethel, New York? The answer to this question will depend on
the historian's definition of the nebulous term "society." For in
fact, America is now possessed of two drastically different "societies," the one bearing almost no resemblance to the other In regard
to customs and morals. The members of both opposing camps recentiy planned and staged large-scale rituals that were meant to
celebrate the glories or each's life-style and impress the uncommitted or the openly hostile with the slieer magnitUde of each's event.
The carefully harnessed explosion that sent Armstrong, Aldrin
and Collins hurtling towards that bleak sphere that is our nearest
cosmic neighbor served as the opening volley for "their side" ''their side" consisting of the contented, the comfortable, the 9 to
5 worker, the housewife, the commuter; in short, the wJlling
financiers of the technological rat-race. Perhaps as a gesture of
gratitude to those who had made trip possible, the astronaut from
Wapakoneta, Ohio, altered the time of his lunar walk to preempt "Bonanza" and thus insure a reasonable bed-time hour for
the anxious, squirming millions below who gaped at their television
sets In mute amazement. The national media (which panders its
meager ware to the buyer on "their side") dutifully reacted by
loudly proclaiming the wonders of the latest (and greatest) Installment in "The Great Spaee Epic." Those for whom this feat was
intended were duly awed. There were, however. others who, between yawns, condemned the distorted order of our government's
priorities.
One month later "our side" fired back. Lacking the scientific
wizardry of a Werner Von Braun we were fo~ to rely on the
primordial power of brute, lumbering humanity. Just people.
Everywhere. The pilgrimage up Highway 17 was a unJversal precession to Nirvana. It seemed the whole world (meaning all of
"us") had, in fact, decided to leave home this one weekend and
gather in a cow-less cow pasture in the Catskills. The relentless
energy flow generated by an endless succession of super-group!!
soothed, excited and wearied us as we sat hip-deep in a vast pool
of brown slime that was once a verdant meadow. Thls titan of a
fes'ival was an orgiastic g-arden of delights that seemed to have
been dropped intact from the sky squarely into the middle of nowhere. The radical, the dope-dealer, the bum, the teeny-hopper
and the professional freak sat, crawled and staggered side-by-sidc
through 72 swirling hours. The only attractions were music, peace
and drugs. All three were available in abundance. Maybe our
presence in Bethel was really a sign of desperation over our inability to engender any real changes. It may have been merely n
reaction to the "enemy's" recent theatrical display. Perhaps Bethel
occurred because we realize that "they" are stronger than we are
and that "they" don't especially like what we have been up to
lately and because we needed this cramped communal trip to
prove to one another that we are not alone and that our paranoia,
like our joy, is pluralistic.
for Administration and Faculty cases). The rest of the cases would
be adjudicated by the Student Court in a fair trial. To protect the
accused and the accuser, the Judicial Review Board would be an
appeals court. The Judicial Review Board by a majority vote of
its membership would decide whether or not it would accept a
particular appeal.
The above is a capsule summary of what the "new concept"
In STUDENT Government may be at Fairofield in a matter of
weeks - if things go as planned. The above procedures wlll undoubtedly undergo an evolution before they reach perfection, but
basically we have worked everything out
It was nice - now back to reality.
REALITY: Many of us are still skeptical. After all, upon what
basis can we place our "trust" - especially after last spring. I
had passed from skeptlcism to cynicism, but on September 13-14 I
attended a meeting of the minds. From the events of that meeting
I would suspect that there has been a revolution In thought (the
best kind) over the summer among those who matter and those
who care about Fairfield. This revolution in thought has a great
potentiality for action - an action that we will see In a matter of
days and weeks - not months and years. Although my cynicism
is gone my skepticism isn't. I am, I think with the rest of the student body, watching very carefully and waiting as the September
13-14 Resolutions go back to their respective sectors for acceptance
or rejection. Tonight they go before the Student Legislature, there
the Legislators will decide as representatives of the Student Body
to accept or reject the University Council Resolutions. If they
accept, I will sign them into law and we're off again. This time,
I expect, on a more rational plane of discussion.
Albert ;J. Marlanl
President of the Student Government

In accordaPce with the present
..enlty COWlCU'S regu1&t1ons, action
&be CouncU require approval from
three sectors of the Community In 0:
to be implemented.

A. On Saturday, September 13,
trI·partite University Council pa:
the following resolutions regarding
structure of a revised tri-partite gr
by unanimous vote in all but one cas·
1. A revision of the Constitution for
tri-partlte University Council to
called. the University Senate shoul,
carried out by the first group form
designated as the Senate.
2. This Senate will be a decision-mal
body with some areas of responsib
yet to be defined.
3. The Senate will be composed of
dent, Faculty, and Administra
members with four votes in each
tor to be divided equally among
dlvidual members of the respec
constituencies. However, member.
can be 4, 8, or'12 persons for E
constituency.
4. The Senate will consider issUC6
sented to it by the various segm
of the University Community.
5. The Senate will act where a cri!
need for assumption of authority
lsU.
6, Where conflicts exist between
among sectors of the Community,
tri-partite Senate will identify the
tor with authority. If more than
sector has responsibility or if U
is irreconcilable doubt about w:
sector has responsibility, the se:
itself will act upon the issue Invol
7. The tri~partite Senate will seek .
quate representation on the BoaTl
Trustees.
ACADEMICS
IOn Saturday, September 13, the
partite University Council passed the
lowing resolutions in the academic l
by unanimous vote:
A. We endorse the efforts of the J
ulty Curriculum Committee (on the I
Ier of a core curriculum) with res
to its recommendation for a curricu
offering greater freedom of stu!
choice. We recognIze the fact that
report was an interim one at the dat
presentation so refrain from endor
any particular alterations suggested
B. The Council makes the foUm
recommendations:
1. That a more formal arrangemeJ1"
effected whereby elected student
resentatives will be enabled to v
their concerns for academic mal
within their major departments.
2. That a pool of courses be designs
two of which might be selected :
given year by a given student,
courses In which his grade migh
listed as either P or F.
3. That the Admin:stration and Fac
employ a mutually consistent se
grading categories (I.e., that they
ploy a five point A, B. C, D, E s
ar some variant of letter grades 1
plus and/or minus indications)
that it be emploved consistently.
4. That individual faculty members'
the approval ot Department Cl
men be given the option in eel
cases to waive the requirement f,
final examination.
5. That immediate consideration be g
to overall calendar reform. In ~
cular. the following specific pc
should be included in the reform
a. That the University adopt as p
tice the previous recommendat
made in 1967 by. the Calendar C
mittee of the Academic COt·
concerning thc eSf:thlishment ,
reasonably CG;;'~
.• spring v
tion about the eIghth week of
semester.
b. That a four calendar-day pel
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Over the summer the University fired all but a handful of' its
chambermaids. The reasoning behind the move is a little ambivalent.
and the move strikes us as a little capricious. Its consequences cQluld

even be disastrous.

Officially, the move was made for budgetary reasons, but college

maids are not paid notoriously high wages (indeed, the Holy

Cl:'OSS

8DS is right now attempting to unionize the maids there), it is highly
unlikely ours were paid much above minimum, and an extremely
generous estimate would allow the University a saving in the $40,000
bracket. For a budget already in the tens of millions, that saving is
not terribly significant. Nor has there been any apparent improvement in other services, like Maintenance and the Infirmary, to compensate. The upshot is that room-and-board fees are being divelted
to erase the red ink of the Administration's financial ledgers. The
students are paying more than ever before, and getting less than Ewer
for it.
From there speculation can only grow darker, more hysterical.
Perhaps the students are being viewed as incurable slobs left to wallow in their waste - but such activity is confined to a few, and the
many ought not to suffer for it. Perhaps the glaring incompetencl~ of
some of the departed maids served as motivation - but the proper
remedy is to seek replacements. Perhaps the Administration sees no
pressing need to pick up the beer cans it never wanted to see in the
first place.
What is being overlooked is the fact that our dormitories. while
by no means tenements, are laid out in about as sophisticated a
fashion as a high-security prison or an Air Force barracks and they
are certainly not about to prompt any member of the Class of 1973
to boast in letters to home about his "accommodations in the Fairfield
Hilton." Even when maid and janitorial service was daily. there were
occasions of accumulated dirt, uncleaned or flooding bathrooms, etc.
Our dorms have no built-in protection against epidemic which a larger
wastebasket can provide. They are densely populated and susceptible
to infectious filth - even rats - if they are not regularly cleaned.
The health and welfare of the students ought to come before any
budget. Let us hope it does not take a catastrophe to drive that point
home to the people who ought to reverse this seemingly irrevocable
decision.
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commencing aftet the final day of
classes, be established as a reading
peroid prior to the onset of tinal
examinations.
c. That an end-term pericd, longer
than a three-day weekend, be adopted as an end-term break after the
first semester.
SOCIAL LIFE
The following resolutions concerning
social life in the Fairfield University
Community were passed unanimousl;)(, by
the tri·partite University Council at a
:meeting held Sunday, September 14:
1. Fairfield University as an academic
community presumes on the part of
each Community member a respect
for the rights and privileges of others
and a trust of every other member in
the context of shared commitment to
the Communlty. No person shall per·
form any action which infringes upon
the rights and privileges of another
in the setting of Fairfield University
as an academic community.
2. A member of the Fairfield University
Community shall be subject to its
shared norms of social responsibility
while on the premises of the University or while engaged in an activity
specifically representative of the Fairfield University Community. The
member should be apprised of the
circumstances, related to a spirit of
trust, under which he is to be con6ldered representative of the Fair·
field University Community.
3. The University Council endorses the
establishment of Residence Han Coun.
cils as follows:
a. The Residence Hall Council of a
particular Residence Hall shall
consist of the Student Government

Representatives of that partkular
Residence Hall at a 1-35 apportionment.
b. The Residence Hall Council, in a
spirit of cooperation with the Resi·
dent Advisors, shall be the primary
agency for the implementation of
the Student Code of Conduct.
Co The Residence Hall Council shall
meet at least once a week with the
Resident Advis:lrs of their J~s:
dence Hall. The Residence Hall
Council with the advice of the J:tesident Advisors shall compile the
complalnt forms of the previous
week and recommend sanctions.
d All cases shall be adjudicated by
the Student Court except where the
Student Code specifics otherwise
or when the Residence Hall Coun·
eil recommends suspension 01' expulsion. In such a situation, the
case shall be adjudicated by a .Judicial Review Board.
e. The Student Court shall be em.
powered to recommend suspension
or expulsion, In which case thE~ situation would be referred to a ,Judicial Review Board.
4. The University Council endorses parietal hours in the Residence Hains as
follows:
a Maximum parietal hours for a par·
ticular Residence Hall shall be determined by a poll taken by the
members of the Residence Hall
Council during the first full week
after the beginning of the fall semester. The maximum hours for a
particular Residence Hall shall be
those which are approved by a %
majority of those students polled.
(Continued 00 Page 6)
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(Continued from Pace 4)
For a poll to be valid, at least 80%
of the students in the Residence
Hall must be polled.
b. Another poll may be taken at any
time If lh of the students in a par·
ticular Residence Hall present a
petition to the Chairman of the
Residence Hall Affairs Departrrient.
In accordance with the program for
the implementation of parietal hours.
consensus should be obtained in the ResL
dence Halls. Once consensus has been
reached. as stated in the above program.
the following procedure shall be implemented as·soon as possible;
a. A student wlll be in the main
lounge of each Residence :fIall to
record the presence of guests.
b. Any student. Wishing to entertain
a guest of the opposite sex in his
room must sign In the guest's name
and the student's room number at
the commencement of the visit and
sign out when the guest leaves.
c. All guests of the opposite sex must
-be escorted. Any that are not will

be asked to leave the Residence
Hall.
d. A student accepts responsibility for
his guests.
e. The members of the Residence Hall
Council will implement the above
regulations.
5. The University Council endors'~s the
following gUidelines to assist the
members of the Community in respecting law, property, and the rights
of others;
a. Tampering with fire-fighting equipment or with fire alarms may en-danger life and Is a violation of
civil law.
b. Use of dangerous chemicals or
starting fires in the Residence Hails
is prohibited.
c. Students are cautioned about
throwlng anything from a building
that might Injure the person or
property of others.
d. Possession or use of fireworks,
flreanns. or ammunition o.f an$'
kind on campus Is prohibited.
e. Consumption of alcohol Is limited
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to students' rooms and to areas
designated by the University Coun·
cll.
f. The possession. retention, distribu·
tion. or use of unauthorized drugs.
stimulants, or depressants on campus Is a serious violation of State
and Federal Law as well as Uni·
versity regulations.
g. Disturbance of the peace disrupts
the Community and In grievous
cases can be grounds for discipllnary action.
h. Theft or vandalism Is not acceptable behavior for members of this
Community.
6. As long as the student's appearance
does not in fact disrupt the educational process or constitute a threat
to safety, It should not be a concern
of the school. (Academic Freedom In
the Secondary Schooll: A.C.L.U.,
·September, 1968)
7. It Is desirable that students leave information concerning their whereabouts wlth the Resident Advisor or

Music

By PAT LONG

Playing four sold-out shows at the Fillmore East in New y,ark City this week·
end, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young established themselves as one of the finest, if
not the finest, rock acts.
Many rock observers were
wary that the addition of Nell
Young to the original trio would
spoil what seemed to be a nearperfect group, but If this weekends' perfonnance Is any indica·
tion of what their forthcoming
album is going to be 1i¥.
Young has Immensely Improved
the group.
AaotIdo Backtnr
At the beginning of the con-cert just Crosby, Slills and
Nash appeared and backed only
by twelve and six string acoustic guitars, perfonned songs
from their best selling album
starting wlth "Suite: Judy Blue

Eyes" and Including "Guinnevere," "Lady of the Island,"
"You Don·t Have to Cry," and
"Helplessly Hoping."
Then Stills Introduced Young
and joined him In an old BUffalo Springfield 60ng "On the
Way Home" wlilch met with a
lengthy round of applause.
YOUI1&', obviously·· surprised at
the super-star status which the
knowledgeable .Fillmore East
accorded him. took a long time
selecting his next song, finally
settling on the old B. S. classic
"Broken Arrow."
In the first part of the almost
two hour show the individual ex-

cellence of each perfonner was
clearly exhibited. Most of the
time on;[y one or two of them
were on stage. much like Peter,
Paul and. Mary do in their concerts. David Crosby, Steve

an individual remaining on the corridor so that they may be reached in
the event of emergency.
8. The University Counoil strongly recommends that the Judicial Review
Board be implemented as soon as
possible.
9. The University ·Councll recommends
that a designated place on campus for
the consumption of alcoholic beverages be established, at University expense if necessary, to foster more
convenient and appropriate conditions
for recreation and fraternity.
10. To minimize the risk of improper
disclosure, academic and disciplinary
records shall be separate. Transcripts
of academic records should contain
only lnfonnatlon about academic
status. Infonnation from dIsciplinary
and counseling files shall not be made
available to unauthorized persons on
campus. or to any person off campus,
without the express written consent
of the student Involved except under
legal compulsion.

Stills" Graham Nash and Nell
Young could all be successful
solo artists and the pooling of
their talents does not diminish
their Individual contributions.
For ihe last part of the concert the acoustic guitars were
replaced by their electric brothers and drummer DaUas Taylor and bassist Greg Reeves
served as back-up musicians.
Opening wlth "Pre-Road Downs"
the new sound of C, S. Nand Y
Immediately electrified the audience.
The highlight of the concert
was a 20-mlnute version of
Young's "Down by the River"

with a fantastic jam featuring Nash on organ, Young
on six-string guitar, Stills on
six string guitar wlth wah-wah
pedal and Crosby on twelve
string, which brought the crowd
to Its feet.
At one point half-way through
the perfonnance Nash came on
the stage immediately after
Young had sung "Broken Arrow" and said "I think that the
Buffalo Springfield was one of
the greatest rock groups ever,"
Young replied "Yeh, but this
one Is better - I honestly think
so." And Young is probably
right
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Join Now
Space age wrench.

Stag Office
lower level of Campus Center
3:30 p.m. lodayl

Suppose you"re up in space and you need to tighten
a nul on the outside of your space vehicle.
Well ... if you use an ordinary power wrench, you
know what happens! You spin around. Not the nut.
But with this new space wrench, the nut turns-not
you!
Neat?
You bet. And we've got all kinds of fascinating eqUip.
ment designed specially for way oul there. And lots for

NEW YORK TIMES

DELIVERY:

On-Campus to your Rocm
Mon. to Sat.

Commuters or Ofl-<:ampUS Boarders
To your mall box Mon. to Fri.

WHEN:

COST:

INTERESTED:

way down here, too.
If you're a science or engineering graduate ana
you're looking for a good place for your talents, be an
officer. a leader, on the Aerospace Team. The U.S. Air
Force is the largest scientific and research organization of the space age.
You'll be right where the breakthroughs are .. breakthroughs such as better waysto tighten a nut.
Pretty exciting if you're looking for a new twist.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE. eox A, Oept.SCP 99. Randolph Air Force ease. Texas 78148

Starts Mon. September 29 to
17 or May 16

6 day -

$8.00 per semester

5 day -

$7.00 per aemester

sat. Jan.

Leave your name and address in P.
Box 1256 or Reils 301. Hurryl
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By BILL WARNKEN
When the Fairfield Stags
open their Club Football season on Saturday against the
nation's number one club football squad, the Fordham Rams,
senior linebacker and co_captain
John Moriarty will be faced
with the task of anchoring a
defcnse that has lost such outstanding linebackers as Bill
Grannta and .John Langan,
both class of '69.
If that's enough to make II
skeptic of the average fan, it
has only redoubled John's desire. He renects the positive
thinking that seems to penneate this "new-look" team when
he comments: "1 have the utmost confidence in the coaching
staff this year and the frosh
have picked. up much of the
slack."
Moriarty will enter his fourth
year, having been with the
team during its inaugural season in 1966. Playing through
that tough initial campaign as
well as the glory days of the
Brian Burke - led. squad of
1967 and the lean 1-6 season of
a year ago, John is detennined.
to go out a winner and feels
that the new coaching stat!
will help turn the trick.
The dedication shown by
head coach, Lawrence O'Toole
and assistant T. Carter ha~ reo
vitalized the veterans on the
squad, and provided the Ideal
atmosphere for the club's neophytes.
"Dynamite" Spirited
Moriarty described the coaches and the spirit they've imparted as "dynamite." The two
weeks of intensive practice attest to that fact. The squad
has gone through double-session
workouts since sept. 3rd. On
Saturday's, one three-hour session replaced the double-sessi"n, but just to avoid any complacency coach O'Toole allowed
his chargers to run 15 laps in
full gear at intervals during
th~>se Saturday workouts.
At 5-10, 185 pounds, MorIarty fits the bill for a fleet
corner linebacker. Playing outside in the 5-3 "monster" defense John is responsible for
pass coverage in the fiats and
turning sweeps inside. This is
a position demanding a sure
tackle and that John is. But it
also demands a mental quickness, namely the knack to
read plays. Coach Garter, the
defensive mentor has been an
invaluable aid in this area.
Carter comes to his job with
a wealth of knowledge, having
coached defense at Yale for
16 years. Both men sincerely
believe that they have improved the defense, which is
no mean accomplishment since
last year's unit was rated
tenth in the nation.
There is never room for
overconfidence among athletes
and that maxim is especially
applicable to the Stag eleven,
as no less than six of their
eight opponents are among the
nation's top twenty club football teams.
Looking towards Saturday's
encounter with the Rams, Moriarty was amused to read a
comment by the Fordham
coach complaining about a
weak interior line: "He has
forty-one returning lettt:nnen
and complains about a depleted
interior line. and then goes out

FLAME

B)' JOSEPH VALERIO
Sports Editor

Love Beads

JOHN i\IORIARTY

and

beats

Marist

51-0 in

a

crimmage."
Stullnrock ResideDI
When he's not on the grid·
iron, John can be found at
"The Shamrock" on Beach
Road, where one of his quintet
of gaelic roommates is Kevin
Murphy, the club's place kicker.
John's post-graduation plans

include ....,orking in an airline's
Management Program at Kennedy airport., where the economics major has been employed.
for the last four swnmcrs with
Uufthansa Airline. For the moment, though, c:o-eaptain Moriarty will be trying to keep the
fuse burning on this year's
"dynamite" squad.

--'-----

Confident BootersAim
For Tournament Berth
By l\oUKE LEARY

Because of financial difficulties, the soccer team is not
having any pre-season scrimmages with other colleges. Even
with this difficulty they have
looked very impressive in their
inter squad scrimmages.
Coach Jim Kuhlman has not
yet .announced his final starting line up. HDwever. with the
loss of only three out of eleven
starters, he looks forward to
improvement over last year's
first winning season, To lead
the way will be Jack Monahan,
a boy from West Hartford,
who was last year's leading
scorer, Roland "Stanley Matthews) Corbin and Dan Wilcox will be back to help pick
up the offsense. Jim Loring,
Jim Higgins and Joe Nagy will
be ready to back up these
starters.
The team captains, Don McInerney and Buzz Kowaluk, will
also be returning. Star halfback, Mike Foley, will be in
the line-up to help Don McInerny. Two lettennen Tom
Krazh and John Patavina will
be back to booster the defense.
Joining them will be sophomore
John Burke.
Goalie Gary Dayon, who allowed about two goals per
game will also return. Replac-

HOCKEY

MEETING

This Thursday, Sept. 25 at
3 :45 p.m. there will be a
meeting of the Hockey Club,
All members of the class of
'73 are invited. There is a
need for both playing and
non-playing members. Men
are needed for such jobs as
statisticians, scorers, public
relations and managers. The
meeting will take place in
the New Dorm Lounge.

ing the loss of Tom Moylan,
Tim Roach and Tim Hill will
be the main problem the Stags
have to face this year.
The Stags will be at Fordham
on September 27 to start the
season. November 3rd, when
they play Sacred Heart., will
be their last outing, Southern
Connecticut State College along
with its rival to the north,
Central Connecticut State College, will be Coach Kuhlman's
toughest opponents. Despite
the s e and other powerfUl
teams, the Stags should win 10
games.

Chip Mount took a perfect pass and broke away
from his defenders. Expertly his feet dribbled the ball
down the soccer field. Suddenly a veteran opponent
moved laterally across the field to challenge Mount. It
was then that Mount deftly bounced the ball off his
head, leaving still another foe behind. Now the freckled·faced, blonde Mount was ready to challenge the
goalie on this gray afternoon. He kicked the ball
straight and hard, but right into the goalie's gut. His
effort was wasted.
At mid-field, however, James Kuhlman's eyes
glistened as he watched the play unfold. Although
Mount was dejected, Coach Kuhlman liked what he
saw, Mount is only a freshman and this year the
NCAA permits freshmen to play varsity ball.
"We don't know how good our opponents' freshmen are," Kuhlman explained after a hard practice
last Friday. "We have four freshmen in our starting
line-up this year. So it should help us." The four newcomers to Fairfield that have Kuhlman beaming and
upperclassmen envious are Dan Lapaco, Joe Good·
house, Tony Celine, and 24·year-old Burke Mandable,
an air force veteran.
Star Performers Return

In addition to this strong corp of freshmen, the
nucleus of last year's squad is back again this autumn.
Kuhlman has back his reliable goalie, Garv Dayon, and
prolific scorers Jack Monahan and Dan Wilcox. It was
this trio of juniors that helped lead the soccer combine
to its first winning season last fall. They were 7-6 as
Dayon posted three shutouts. Senior co-captains Buzz
Kowaluk and Don McInerny bolster the dtfense. On
paper. Fairfield is loaded.
This Saturday the Stags meet Fordham at Rose
Hill in the openin~ game. Last year Kuhlman set a
winning season for his goal. This year Kuhlman wants
~o play in the NAIA small college tournament, Hence it
IS apparent that soccer is a rapidly improving sport here
at Fairfield. The root of success stems from Kuhlman.
Not only is he an exceptional player and instructor, but
he maintains great rapport with his players.
As the handsome coach walked to the locker room
after practice he took off his sweaty tee-shirt, While
~uzzy Kowaluk swatted playfully at his coach's head
In an attempt to kill a bug, several players ribbed their
leader about the love beads around his neck. James
Kuhlman is a young man in his early thirties, In a very
real sense he is "one of the guys" who is more of a
player-coach than a head coach. The Stag booters
want terribly to reward him with a post-season tourney
berth and this goal is very realistic.

Harriers Plagued By Weak Turnout
By COLIN KILEY
This year's cross country
team is a far cry from last
year's 11-2 squad. It would be
short of a miracle if these har·
riers even come close to last
year's mark. The team op:!ns
the season against New York
Tech tomorrow, led by captain
Mark O'Donohue.
O'Donohue, the only veteran
on the team, leads four inexperienced men against the tech
team. Asked. how the harries
would do. O'Donohue said: "I
don't know. We have four guys
running together, We all finished within Z1 seconds of each
other in the first time trial. We
should do all right."
Since the athletie department
has chosen not to build up the
track and cress country programs by granting scholarships
and a much needed track, these
5 men will represent a univer·
sity of 1.600 students. That is
appalling. Underlying the whole
program is the fact that if these
programs are not built up to
some degree as are the baseball
and basketball programs, enthusiasm will never be generated to any large degree.
The fact that John O'Rourke,

holder of most of the school
distance records, has suddenly
turned his talents to the rugby
field is proof of waning enthusiasm. O'Rourke had run for
six years. If the programs are
not built up soon O'Donohue
and a small force are going to

Stag

be a little embarrassed and in
the long run so is the school.
This University Is not Villanova or Kansas - we all realize
this. Funds have to be allotted
for this and that, but someone
had better decide which direction these teams arc to go in.

.

me Begins Fall Play

(Continued from Page 8)
peeted from the freshmen to
bolster the mound staff, now
that freshmen are allowed to
play on the varsity.

Pitching will not be able to
carry the Stags by Itself this
year, it must have help in the
field and at the plate. Much of
this help is expected to come
from 11 of last year's lettermen.
Men expected to produce include the reliable catcher Finch
a junior. Stan Norman, a cocaptain and centerftelder and,
Ed Wargo, the shortstop, who
will have to keep a young Infield together.
Many of the positions on this
year's ballclub have yet to be
claimed by the returning lettermen or the incomini freshmen.

The next few full games against
St. John's on Sept. 25, Sacred
Heart on the 27th and L.I.U.
on the 28th, should help Coach
Cook detennine the team that
will hopefully this spring give
Fairfield University its first win·
ning baseball season.
SEPTEMUER Sl'ORTS
SCHEDULE
"~ootbal1

25
27
28

Home
Fordham
Rugby
Fordham
Marymount
Cross Countr)'
N.Y. Institute
Home
Baseball
St. John's
Away
Away
Sacred Heart
Away
L. I. U.

27

Fordham

27

28
27

.....,

Away

Top Ranked Fordham Eleven Here
ForSaturday's OpeningDay Battle
FairfieldFootballClub
Psyched For An Upset
By GARY IUARZOLIA
With less than a week re-

maining before Fairfield's home
opener against Fordham, the
Football Club has been drilling
exceptionally hard in its bid for
an upset win. Fresh off last

Thursday's scrimmage against
Norwalk Community College
and last night's scrimmage with
the Yale fresh, the Stags a~
pear to be ready for the mighty

Rams.
At Brien McMahon field in
Norwalk last Thursday, Fairfield

encounte~

a squad from

the community college there.
Although the final outcome had
the Stags down 1-0, the results
were very encouraging. Not
only did FU outgaln Norwalk
in rushing yardage by an 180-47
margin, but quarterback Frank

Schultz also nipped his counterpart from Norwalk in passing
yardage (52-49).
Fumbles Costly
The reason why the Stags d!d

not score was the fact that they
fumbled five times, losing the
ball twice. These miscues broke
the momentum on two excellent
scoring drives, which bQth Urnes
stalled at the one yard line.
Norwalk scored early In the
scrimmage, but were completely held at bay for the rest of
the entire afternoon, as the
O'Toolemen marched up and
down the fteld as they pleased.
An injury to safetyman Billy
"The Kid" Martens (a slight
ankle sprain) forced a substitute
to be rushed into the game very
early, and Norwalk scored on
the very next play on a long
pass. But that was the swn
total of Norwalk's ofI'ense for
the day.
Coach Larry O'Toole was
very encouraged and pleased
with the results. There was
some fine running by Chao Choo
Harbor and Ken Hojonowskl.
Also, halfback Van Muller ran
for 46 yards on a Quick opener
up the middle where the Stag
line opened a huge hole and the
ends threw some key downfl.eld
blocks.
Schuln Protected
Besides the running, the offensive line gave QB Schultz
maximum protection all afternoon. The only thing which
needs some Improvement Is the
timing on some offensive plays,
which was the reason for those
costly fumbles. Otherwise, the
Stags appear to be set offensive..
ly and should be able to score
Quite frequently.
On defense, coach O'Toole
was also V(!ry pleased. The d(!lense is a new one and relatively inexperienced. There are
some good veteran players,
though, and If they can work
hard this week with the Inex·
perlenced frosh, who have real·
ly been hitting, the Stags could
and should develop into a first
rate defensive unit. Fairfield's
defense was ranked tenth nationally lasl year, and if this
year's squad can repeat that distinction, the Stags will do ex-

tremely well because this year
Fairfield has an offense which
can move the ball.
Fortunately, there have been
no key injuries to the Stags.
Marten's ankle should be okay
by the middle of this week, and
Van Muller's hip bruise should
have been healed by now. Also,
the Stags should be strengthened by the return of Tom Hildebrand. The only Question is the
availability of Larry Wills, the
230 lb. defensive and otrenslve
tackle for the Stags. Fairfield
could use Larry to complement
the great line play the Stags
have shown so far, especially
In the scrimmage against Norwalk.
Tom Rosendahl and frosh Joel
Agresta have been running over
people In practice and in the
scrimmage, and with Larry
Wills In there, his speed and
size should help take some pres.
sure off our you,ng linebackers.
This, In turn, would even fur·
ther strengthen our already
good secondary.
R&m8 Maul Marlet
As everyone knows, the Fordham football club was ranked
number one nationally last year,
and are picked to repeat this
year. Their 51-0 scrimmage victory over Marlst would seem to
Indicate that they wlll. Yet, th~
Rams are a very cocky SQuad
and are just ripe for upset.
They most likely feel that Fairfield Is just a wannup game for
them. Of course, the Rose Hill
men are a very strong and
solid club. Their running backfteld is Eric Dadd (5-10, 210
pound fullback) and Mark Suizycki, an excellent halfback
from Fairfield Prep. Also, they
feature a good Quarterback in
Butch Maguire, a tw~year vet·
eran. Their club is big and
strong, although the Stags' de·
fenslve line Is almost as big
as Fordham's.
Coach O'Toole feels that the
Stags stand a good chance In
upsetting the Rams. He saw
the Rams scrimmage and he
feels that our desire and attitude is just as great as Fordham's O'Toole feels that If our
young defense can hold the
Rams In the first half to a mlnimwn, the Stag offense can, and
will, take over and control the
game In the second half.
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Quarterback Fra.ok SchuIu and the offensive squad prepare
fo;' Saturday's opener against Fordham.

Intramural Football League
Commences Play This Week
By GARY !\(ARZOLLA

and PORKER SMITH
At a meeting last Thursday
evening, the Intramural program was slated for the upcoming year. A total of 20
floor captains attended, and
two leagues were fonned for
football. Commissioner Ozzie
Pisarri hopes to start the football program sometime this
week so that lIS many games
as possible can be played before the Inclement weather
begins.
The rules this year are the
same as last year. with a few
minor exceptions. It Is advisable that all those Intending to
play Intramural football check
with their respective team captain for these changes. Also,
the schedule of games to be
played will be posted on the
main bulletin board in the mailroom of the Campus Center.
New Award Cited

This year a four man selection committee will choose an
intramural player of the .....eek.
As In the pa~t, each captain
is required to submit his team
roster to Gary Marzolla (Box
lTIO; ND 222). Also, each
team captain will write a brief
summary of every game that
his team plays and again submit It to Gary Manolla by no
later than Thursday evening,
which ends the Intramural

wpek. The reason for this Is
that every team and Its outstanding players will be sure
to receive proper recognition In
The Stag.
Lynam .uslst.
Mr. PlsaITi and Mr. James
Lynam, who also attended the
meeting last week, announced
that they are looking forward
to a highly successful intramural program. As of now, all
indications seem to point toward that direction.
The league breakdown suggests a highly competitive
battle for the football crown.

Villanova also boasts an out_
standing rugby squad.
P. T. Salomone and Frank
Santulll will man the prop positions this Sunday. Bill Connolly
will return to his hooker post.
Tom Krenn and Tom King
will be In the second row, while
Chuck Dombeck moves In at
lock. The wing forwards are
Carl Sachs and stellar performer, Q. Murphy.
Scrappy Curt Schllcting will
be the serum half. The Stags'
stand-otr will be Fatty Maher

The Stag and the intramural
stall' offers its congratulations
to last year's Regis Four team,
better known as the "best,"
for winning the overall intramural championship. The y
truly earned their title by
shanng the Intramural football
crown with Fairfield Beach., by
winning the softball championship, and by narrowingly
finishing second only to campibn Three In basketball.

Stag Nine Opens Fall
Baseball Schedule
The Fairfield Nine yesterday
opened Its most ambitious fall
schedule to date against powerful New Haven. The Stag baseball team is looking forward to
its first winning season in the
school's history.
Coach Cook, who took over
the reins of the Stag baseball
fortunes four long years ago,
now for the ftrst time can look
forward realistically to a winning season. Cook, who last
year coached the team to victories over Fordham, Boston

Fairfield Ruggers Meet Rams Sunday
By JOSEPH VALERIO
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University Red
Ruggers will open their season
with Fordham Sunday at Marymount ColJege, Tarrytown, N.Y.
Klck-otr time is 2 p.m.
The Stags will play another
grueling schedule which should
cause them to lose at least one
game. Manhattan will do battle
with Fairfield twice and even
the most optimistic rugby fans
here expect the Stags to drop
at least one of these contests.

In next week's Stag, there will
be a brief outlook at the prominent Intramural teams and outstanding players.

and Al Perkins moves In at inside center. Speedy Dennis Barry has been Impressive In early
season workouts and he has
won the outside center job.
Veterans Steve Ryan and Joe
Sindt return at the wings. Jim
Casey will be the fullback.
Sunday's contest will be the
opener for both clubs. Last year
the Stags blanked Fordham,
17-0, at Manhattanville. They
should afford the same type of
entertainment for I c h abo d
Crane's friends.

College, Manhattanville, Rollins
College, Tampa, and L.I.U.,
hopes to get through the year
without all the key Injuries
which dissipated last year's
squad.. If key players such as
Tom Finch and Bob Gibson,
who were injured for parts of
last season keep healthy this
year, Coach Cook's job will be
that much easier.
Last year's Question mark,
the pitching staff, looks like
this year's strongest point. With
a healthy Gibson returning to
help the moundsmen, the team
will have a steady reliable stopper, something which was lacking all last year. Jim Tully, a
junior Idthander, hopefully will
be improved over last year's
s.4 record. If Tully does not
fulfill expectations it is entirely
possible that sophomore Jim
McGlntee, or Hank Dumphrey
could push him for his number
two pcsiUon on the staff. McGlntee could become a key ftgure on the mound for the Stags
as he led last year's freshmen
pitchers with an excellent earned run average of less than one
run a game. Help is ·also ex(Continued on Page 1)

